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Our Alternative Hair Couture is 100% hand-crafted
by artisans and represent the pinnacle of
human hair enhancements for their modern design,
natural appearance and simplicity of use ~ an
extraordinary solution for temporary or permanent
image recovery. 

Forty-plus patents exist on individual design elements
including feather weight interiors, artisan
detailing and expert customization. Each hair
enhancement design is anatomically correct and
incorporates the inherent principles of hair
architecture and design.

 

Creating an authentic alternative hair enhancement
is reflected in mirroring ones’ persona and in-
dividual style. The difference is in the details and
artisan  features including:

n  Natural hair fall and movement  

n  Undetectable "real" scalp appearance and 
performance using our patented silk
trompe l'oeil scalp replicaTM ~

Mancuso Salon & Spa, in partnership with Sherri Renée, 
create exceptional alternative hair that inspires 

beauty, confidence and joy"

n  Multi-directional, hand-tied bases mimic 
growing hair and promote natural 
movement when cut and styled

n  Parisian silk, lace and organic cotton 
fabrique bases are soft, breatheable, 
and lightweight  

n  Expert enhancement customization ~ 
color, cut, density and texture 

n  Seamless integration, transparency and 
non-detectable

n  Artisan hand-crafted detailing provide 
additional security, comfort and is
aesthetically pleasing

We offer a private, complementary consultation
with a licensed alternative hair professional. You
will receive expert advice on customizable alternative
hair solutions, specialty products and services design to
support you during your image recovery and beyond.
Properly designed and customized to suite your
needs and lifestyle, alternative hair couture is a
positive influencer in developing a sense of
normalcy and self-esteem during image recovery.

We understand that maintaining a normal
appearance when affected by medical conditions
~ such as chemotherapy, alopecia, burn,
trauma, trichotillomania and thyroid disorders
~ has a profound effect on ones’ emotional
healing and self-confidence. 

Medical hair loss and image recovery require
special design considerations that address the
sensitive nature in which the scalp and hair are
affected by medical treatment, stress and other
hair loss conditions.   

Appearance (exterior).  Whether you are duplicating
your pre-hair loss appearance or embracing a
new hairstyle, your hair should feel authentic
and natural.  Color rendering, shaping, texture,
wave, movement, length and density are equal
components in customizing a hair enhancement
that looks and feels real to you.  

Base (interior). Equally important as your outward
appearance is what lies beneath. Hair and scalp
affected by medical conditions are typically more
sensitive, thus require more care when selecting
base materials, construction and cap customization.
Bases should be lightweight, well-fitted and
non-invasive. 


